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Abstract 
LYMPH FLOW IN NEWBORN LAMBS--EFFECTS 
OF CHANGES IN OSMOLALITY 
by 
Debra S. Wickman 
Recent investigations have shown that volwne loading and altera-
tions in body fluid osmolality cause rapid shifts throughout the body's 
fluid compartments in the adult dog. The lymph system has been found to 
be a vital link in the body's ability to compensate for excess fluid, 
and thus provides a strong defense against edema formation (Brace and 
Power, 1981; 1983). There have been no previous studies dealing with 
the investigation of whole-body lymph flow responses in the newborn. 
The purpose of this experimental research was to perform a systematic 
study into the whole-body lymph responses of newborn lambs to the par-
ticular variables of volwne loading and variation in the osmolality of 
infused fluids. 
Ten lambs, ranging in age from 1 to 12 days, were randomly divided 
into two groups, with five lambs in each group. Lymph flow from the 
thoracic duct was measured continuously while intravenous infusions of 
isotonic, hypertonic, and hypotonic saline were introduced in amounts 
equal to 2 percent of the total body weight. The infusion sequence was 
reversed in Group 2, i.e., isotonic, hypotonic, and hypertonic, respec-
tively. Additional experimental variables such as hematocrit, lymph and 
plasma protein concentrations, aud arterial and venous pressures were 
recorded at the same time. 
This study showed that lymph flow doubled above the preinfusion 
control baseline following the initial volume loading with isotonic 
saline. Following the hypertonic infusion, lymph flow increased further 
by approximately 1.5 times above the isotonic level. Conversely, lymph 
flow responded to hypotonic saline infusions by increasing approxi-
mately 1.3-fold above the previous level. 
Further findings indicated that the infused volume caused a rapid 
dilution of the red blood cells and plasma proteins, especially after 
the hypertonic solution. It was concluded that the hypertonic solu-
tion was the most effective stimulant for shifts in body fluid volumes, 
particularly regarding the interstitial fluid and lymph volumes. 
This study also compared the excess lymph flow related to the change 
in interstitial fluid volume between newborn lambs and the adult dogs in 
a previous study by Brace and Power (1983). The findings suggest that 
newborns have an inherently higher baseline lymph flow than adults, and 
they exhibit a higher lymph flow response to fluid overload. This 
relatively high lymph flow in the newborn may be an important factor in 
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Introduction and Need for the Study
The field of neonatology has been progressing and expanding with
impressive strides over the past decade. Underlying this growth has
In spite of the vastbeen research in the area of newborn physiology.
amount of information obtained regarding neonatal physiology, mechan-
Theisms regulating newborn lymph flow have remained largely unknown.
mechanism of newborn lymph flow is important, because of the suscept-
Shifts of bodyibility of the newborn to the development of edema.
fluids, and their accompanying constituents, have been found to be
exceptionally rapid throughout the newborn body (Coleman, Norman, and
Manning, 1975). Edema results when the distribution of these fluids
becomes abnormal due to pathologic conditions affecting tissue pressure.
A current area of concern has included any of the disease processes
The neonate has been found to be a particularlythat result in edema.
vulnerable candidate for the development of edema. This has been evi­
denced by the high incidence of neonatal pulmonary edema, as well as
in conditions involving ascites, congestive heart failure, burns,
cellular injury, hydronephrosis, and lymphedema (Staub and Taylor, 1984,
Direct application of findings from animal522, 528, 536, 647).pp.
studies to human models has not been possible; however, knowledge has
been advanced and techniques perfected through animal studies.
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Experiments of this kind are needed to push ahead the frontiers of knowl­
edge that will benefit many babies in the future.
Background of the Problem
As neonatology has evolved as a subspecialty, neonatal nurses have
achieved an increasing amount of responsibility for the care and manage-
Many of these healthment of newborn infants and their health problems.
problems have been known to involve abnormal shifts of fluid throughout
Underlying this fluid shift hasthe compartments of the newborn body.
been the abnormal accumulation or depletion of important electolytes.
proteins, hormones and enzymes that are constituents of the body fluids.
As a result, the lymph system has played a critical role in fluid dis­
tribution because it returns fluids, proteins, and other constituents
that have been filtered from the blood back into the circulation.
Investigation into the mechanisms that regulate newborn lymph flow has
Findings related to any aspect of newborn lymphnot been undertaken.
physiology have intended to shed light on the importance of the lymph
system in defending the newborn body against edema, the mechanisms
involved, and provide information for problems involving edema formation.
Statement of the Problem
The newborn lymph system has been virtually overlooked in previous
This research was performed in order tostudies of newborn physiology.
investigate one particular aspect of neonatal lymph physiology about which
Lymph flow from the thoracic duct was contin-there is no information.
uously measured after successive infusions of hypotonic, isotonic, and
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hypertonic saline to determine the nature of whole-body lymph flow fluc­
tuations that have occurred.
Objectives
The overall objective of this research on newborn lambs was to
obtain physiologic data which could be related to humans, specifically
This research constituted one of the first systematic studiesneonates.
of newborn lymph flow.
The specific objective of this study was to determine the whole-body
lymph flow responses to successive infusions of hypotonic, isotonic, and
The basic research question washypertonic saline in newborn lambs.
'What effect do infusions of hypotonic, isotonic, andstated as follows:
hypertonic saline have on lymph flow in the newborn lamb?
It was also a goal of this study to investigate other factors related
to lymph flow responses, such as hematocrit, blood volume variation,
lymph and plasma protein concentration, and venous and arterial pressure.
An additional intent of this research was to explore the possibility that
lymph flow responses in the newborn lamb might be easily impaired, there­
fore suggesting a potential cause for the newborn tendency toward edema,
compared to the adult.
Substantive Assumptions
If it is true that . .
homeostasis of the body fluids depends upon well-regulated extra-a.
cellular fluid to buffer the cell volume and its osmotic pressure against
wide changes in the external environment (Coleman, Norman, and Manning,
1975);
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volume changes related to the introduction of a solution ofb.
high or low osmolal concentration can occur so rapidly that some shifts
may be complete within 10 seconds (Coleman, and Others, 1975);
the fluid volume of the tissue spaces remains fairly constantc.
so long as the interstitial fluid pressure is negative, whether it be
However, if the interstitialslightly negative, or markedly negative.
fluid pressure becomes even slightly positive, there is marked expansion
of tissue spaces with subsequent edema formation (Guyton, Taylor, and
Granger, 1975).
lymph flow rises sharply in response to a rising interstitiald.
fluid pressure; however, after the interstitial fluid pressure rises
above zero, lymph flow remains at a constant maximum level (Guyton, and
Others, 1975);
Then . .
when extracellular fluid composition is not properly regulated,1.
the cells lose or gain fluid according to the law of osmosis.
changes in the osmolality of the body fluids will result in2.
large, rapid volume shifts between the cells and the interstitium.
factors that raise interstitial fluid pressure such as extra-3.
cellular fluid volume overload, osmotic changes, or lymphatic pathology
will result in edema formation.
the lymphatic system is a valuable compensatory mechanism to4.
prevent edema, because it is activated before fluid overflow can build
up enough to raise the interstitial fluid pressure.
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Bridging Statement
If shown that the lymph system compensates for large, sudden volume
shifts between fluid compartments related to osmotic changes in newborn
lambs, then the possibility exists that a similar response is present in
human newborns.
Theoretical Framework
The theoretical approach underlying this study was derived from an
understanding of the research and writings of A. C. Guyton and his col­
leagues, A. Taylor and H. Granger, regarding the physiology of the body
fluid compartments (1975). The theory was based on physiological com-
(a) the phenomenon that has beenponents that included the following:
found to occur in response to extracellular fluid volume overloading
with solutions of extreme osmolal variation, (b) the evident relation­
ship of lymph flow to the stabilization of the interstitial fluid volume
and pressure, and (c) evidence known to support the effectiveness of the
lymph system in its defense against edema formation.
The basic assumption and postulates for the theoretical framework
were as follows:
The lymph system has been discovered to play a vitalAssumption 1:
role in the maintenance of homeostasis of the newborn's fluid compart­
ments, and activation of an early defense system against volume and pre-
sure changes that could result in edema.
Through osmosis, the infusion of a hypertonic solutionPostulate 1:
will cause cells to shrink due to a fluid shift out of the cells toward the
extracellular fluid compartment.
6
Postulate 2: Conversely, a hypotonic solution will cause the cells
to swell due to a shift of fluid from the extracellular compartment back
into the cells.
Postulate 3: In the body, a feedback mechanism exists whereby
increased interstitial volume causes interstitial pressure to rise,
resulting in increased capillary filtration, increased interstitial
protein, and ultimately an increased lymph flow.
The lymph system is able to compensate for conditionsPostulate 4:
that tend to cause edema formation via lymph flow rising markedly as the
interstitial fluid pressure rises from its normal negative value up to
approach +2 mm. Hg. (see Figure 7, Appendix B).
Deductions Derived from the Theoretical Propositions
Some of the deductions made from the propostions were as follows:
If solutions of extreme osmolal variation are infused into the1.
bloodstream, vast and rapid fluid shifts will occur between the body's
fluid compartments.
The lymph system will respond to these changes by increasing2.
whole-body lymph flow, thereby reducing the interstitial fluid pressure
and preventing edema formation.
Statement of Hypotheses
The following hypotheses were delineated from the basic research ques-
'What effect do infusions of hypotonic, isotonic, and hypertoniction:
saline have on lymph flow in the newborn lamb?"
Thoracic duct lymph flow will increase significantly in response1.
to infusions of hypertonic saline during a 30-minute period.
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Thoracic duct lymph flow will not increase significantly in2.
response to infusions of hypotonic saline during a 30-minute period.
3. The sequence of the hypertonic/hypotonic saline infusions will
not cause a significant difference in the subsequent responses of the
experimental variables.
The responses will be compared to a pre-infusion 30-minute control
period, and a 30-minute period following an infusion of isotonic saline.
Definition of Terms
In this study, mixed Western breed lambs from 1 toNewborn lambs.
12 days of age were utilized.
Thoracic duct Ivmph flow. The thoracic duct drains lymph from
approximately the lower two-thirds of the body; thus its flow is repre­
sentative of the body's entire lymph flow (Brace and Power, 1981).
The accumulation of fluid within the body tissues or com-Edema.
partments caused by an increase in interstitial fluid pressure to a value
greater than the pressure surrounding the tissue (Guyton, Taylor, and
Granger, 1975).
Osmolality. An expression of concentration in terms of total number
of particles in solution or, more specifically, the concentration in
osmols per liter of water (Guyton, and Others, 1975).
Prepared according to the specific blood osmolalityIsotonic saline.
Intended to cause no fluid shiftof each lamb, approximately 300 mOsm/L. 
between the cells and the extracellular fluid (Guyton, and Others, 1975).
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Hypotonic saline. Prepared as a standard solution 100 mOsm/L for
Intended to cause fluid to shift into the cells, causingevery lamb.
them to swell (Guyton, and Others, 1975).
Hypertonic saline. Prepared as a standard solution 600 mOsm/L for
Intended to cause a fluid shift from the cells to theevery lamb.
extracellular fluid (Guyton, and Others, 1975).
Scope and Delimitations of the Study
The scope of this study was to investigate the effects of extreme
osmotic changes on thoracic duct lymph flow in newborn lambs. Ten new-
The thoracic duct wasborn lambs were utilized in the experimentation.
cannulated, and lymph flow measurement was continuously recorded for two
An initial control period of 30 minutes established baselinehours.
This was followed by an isotonic saline infusion to pro­lymph flow.
vide a baseline for lymph response to extracellular fluid volume
Next, hypertonic saline was infused, and 30 minutes laterexpansion.
The 10 lambs werean infusion of hypotonic saline was introduced, 
randomly divided into two groups, to reverse the order of the hypertonic/
hypotonic saline infusions.
Summary
Little information has been documented concerning the nature of
It was the intent of this study to investigatelymph flow in newborns.
Newborn lambs wereone specific aspect of newborn lymph physiology.
Lymph flow fluctua-chosen as the most suitable experimental subjects.
tions in response to changes in the body fluid osmolality were recorded.
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Mechanisms promoting lymph flow have been shown to be a vital link in
Thus, this investigationthe body's homeostatic defense against edema, 
has been able to contribute toward the breakdown of the barrier of




Shifts of fluids and proteins have been thought to occur rapidly
throughout the vascular, interstitial, and lymphatic compartments of
The distribution of fluids and proteins has beenthe newborn body.
found to be abnormal in many diseases associated with edema in the new­
born.
A review of literature related to the study of lymph flow was per-
Literature pertaining to this study was reviewed in theformed.
following areas: (a) anatomy and physiology of the lymphatic system; 
(b) edema formation and its relation to lymph flow; and (c) closely
related studies.
Anatomy and Physiology of the Lymph System
The lymphatic system is a network of vessels that extends through-
The lymphatic vesselsout the body much like the circulatory system.
themselves are similar in appearance to arteries and veins; however,
their walls are much thinner, and they are either milky white or trans-
Theparent in color due to the nature of the lymph fluid inside.
lymphatic vessels are lined with endothelial cells, and strengthened
by bonds of connective tissue. The tiny lymph capillaries originate
in a single, continuous layer of endothelial cells, whereas the larger
the intima.lymph channels are composed of three distinct wall layers:
10
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media, and adventitia (Papp, Viragh, and Ungvary, 1975, p. 311;
El-Zawahry, Sayed, Hassan, and El-Gindy, 1983, p. 136). Some lymph
vessels contain smooth muscle- fibers in the adventitia wall layer.
Actually, these fibers constitute both thin, actin-type and thick.
myosin-type filaments through the entire sarcoplasm (Papp et al., 1975,
p. 317). The presence of this myogenic capability has been found to be
very important with regard to the mechanism of lymph propulsion.
The interstitium is an intervening space that exists between the
two fluid compartments—the vascular capillary network, and the terminal
lymphatic capillaries. The membrane is actually a gel matrix composed
of a loose mucopolysaccharide gel entrapping a water-filled network of
collagen fibers and intracellular fluid. Materials that permeate the
Thus, withblood capillary barrier must pass through the interstitium.
properties of both a solid and a liquid, the interstitium serves as an
effective buffering system in maintaining homeostasis of the body
fluids (Zweifach and Silberberg, 1979, p. 216; Guyton, Taylor, and Brace,
1976, p. 1881).
The basic structure of the lymphatic system has been found to exist
in the tiny terminal sacs located at the end of the minute lymph capil-
These terminal sacs are composed of a loose interdigitation oflaries.
endothelial cells that result in frequent gaps, or pores in the vessel
walls (Zweifach and Silberberg, 1979, p. 224; Nicoll and Taylor, 1977,
As a result, the interstitial fluid communicates freely withp. 86).
The composition of lymph fluid is considered tothe lymph capillaries.
be an accurate reflection of the interstitial fluid from which it is
formed. There is merely a quantitative difference between lymph fluid
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constituents and those of the tissue plasma based on differences in
tissue function and the permeability of lymph capillary walls in par­
ticular regions of the body (Nisimaru, 1968, p. 66; Guyton et al., 1976,
p. 1881). The terminal sacs are anchored to the interstitium by liga-
These fibers function to pull thements of connective tissue fibers.
pores apart between the lymphatic endothelial cells so that, when com­
bined with the contractile properties of the lymph vessel walls, a type
This mild suction creates a negative inter-of suction cycle is formed.
stitial fluid pressure, and thus helps to draw fluid and protein from
the interstitium into the terminal lymphatic sacs and lymph capillaries
(Guyton et al., 1976, p. 1884; Papp et al. , 1975, p. 317; Zweifach and
Silberberg, 1979, pp. 224, 225; Nicoll and Taylor, 1977, p. 78). The
structure of a lymph capillary is illustrated in Figure 6, Appendix A.
The lymph capillaries converge to form a system of larger collecting
chambers which, in turn, join the channels of the major lymphatic vessels
(Papp et al., 1975, p. 313; Zweifach and Silberberg, 1979, p. 224;
Nicoll and Taylor, 1977, p. 81).
The basic functional units of the lymphatic system are the lymph-
These units are actually contractile segments that make up theangions.
TheEach lymphangion is separated by a one-way valve.lymph vessels.
smooth muscle in the walls of the lymphangions makes them capable of
independent, intricate contraction. Contractions are initiated by
extension, or stretch of the vessel due to increased pressure within
The chain of lymphangion segments functions with coordina-the vessel.
Lymph flows from onetion in propelling lymph through the system.
The walls become engorged and start tolymphangion to the next.
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contract, forcing lymph into the next lymphangion. The unidirectional
Thus, the lymphangion units are integralvalves prevent backward flow.
components of the lymph system (Reddy, Krouskop, and Newell, 1975, p.
264, 266, 276; Papp et al., 1975, p. 318; El-Gendi and Zaky, 1970, p.
788; Nicoll and Taylor, 1977, p. 81).
The thoracic duct is the major lymph channel of the body. The
thoracic duct originates in the abdomen and runs retroperitoneally,
then retropleurally up into the thoracic cavity (El-Gendy and Zaky,
1970, p. 787). The thoracic duct is most easily located at the juncture
This isof the left internal jugular vein and the left subclavian vein.
one point where the lymphatic system joins the venous system to drain
lymph back into the circulating bloodstream. The majority of lymph
from the entire lower body, plus that from the left arm, left thoracic
region, and left side of the head is drained through the thoracic duct.
It is responsible for draining approximately two-thirds of the body's
lymph back into the venous circulation (Brace and Power, 1983, p. R785;
The duct can be consideredGuyton, Taylor and Granger, 1975, p. 125).
abdominal, thoracic, and cervical. It isin three basic sections:
thought that the lower two-thirds of the thoracic duct are more active
and contractile, while the upper one-third is passive and has less myo-
Thus, it appears that active contractility is greatergenic capacity.
A centralin the lymph vessels that are more peripherally located.
channel such as the thoracic duct may be more passively stimulated by
factors such as respiratory movement, physiological activity of organ
systems, limb activity, and other motions of skeletal muscles.
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Transmitted pulsations from nearby blood vessels may also have an in-
137, 138).fluence (Nisimaru, 1968, p. 71; El-Zawahry et al., 1983, pp.
Mechanisms of Lymph Flow
There are several general mechanisms that are thought to contribute
First of all, the exchange pro­to the flow and circulation of lymph.
cess of fluid and protein from the blood capillaries to the lymph sacs
As fluid volume builds upacross the interstitium must be considered.
This actsin the tissue spaces, the interstitial fluid pressure rises.
Large amounts of fluid andas a stimulus for increased lymph flow.
proteins are thus carried away from the tissues via the lymph system.
Fluid constituents such as water and substances of low molecular weight
are readily replaced via capillary filtration. However, protein becomes
This causes a decrease indepleted due to its high molecular weight.
colloid osmotic pressure of the interstitium, which stimulates osmosis
Thus, lymph flow begins as aof fluid back into the capillaries.
response to the need for removal of excess fluid and protein from the
interstitium (Zweifach and Silberberg, 1979, p. 221; Guyton et al.,
1976, p. 1884; Intaglietta and Gross, 1982, p. 55).
Once lymph is flowing through the lymph vessels, the presence of
The valves contributeunidirectional valves prevents backward flow.
toward a pressure gradient that causes lymph to flow forward through
The pressure gradient is low in the periphery of the body.the system.
and becomes more negative as the lymph system rises from the intra­
abdominal area to the intra-thoracic area (El-Gendi and Zaky, 1970, p.
The lymph system is composed of788; Nicoll and Taylor, 1977, p. 81).
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Single formations may bemany characteristic branches and junctions.
Thisisolated for a span, then branch out, unite, and fan out again.
branching pattern varies from one individual to another, and thus makes
the lymph system less anatomically predictable than the circulatory
system. The branching pattern affects lymph flow by decreasing the
There is increased surface area inoverall resistance in the system.
the network of vessels, and a greater volume of fluid can be accommo­
dated in a group of small branches versus one larger channel (Nisimaru,
Peristaltic movement of1968, p. 59; El-Gendi and Zaky, 1970, p. 788).
the lymph walls functions due to the rhythmic contraction and dilation
It is important to note thatof vessel walls rich in muscle cells.
lymph nodes also contribute to lymph fluid propulsion. Lymph nodes
have the capacity to respond to stimulation with continuous, rhythmic
As a result, lymph iscontractions just like the lymph vessel walls.
propelled along from one contractile lymphangion to the next (Papp et
al., 1975, p. 311; Nisimaru, 1968, pp. 63, 65, 71; Reddy et al., 1975,
Passive movements of the lymph walls also play a major rolep. 262).
These forces function by causing the lymph walls toin lymph flow.
compress and expand, thereby propelling lymph through the system.
Agents that provide this passive influence include active skeletal
muscles, bellows-like respiratory movements, intestinal peristaltic
activity, and pulses transmitted from neighboring vessels or organs
such as the heart, aorta, or most any other artery (Nisimaru, 1968, pp.
56, 71; El-Zawahry et al., 1983, pp. 137, 138).
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Functions of the Lymph System
The lymph system has several important functions; however, its
main duty is to maintain a normal volume of fluid and protein concen­
tration in the interstitial space, or homeostasis of the body fluids.
The lymph system achieves this effectively by varying its rate of
removal of fluid, electrolytes, and protein from the interstitium, and
by preventing any excessive fluctuations between the fluid compartments.
Thus, it is a safety defense against an overflow of fluid from the cir­
culatory system, and prevents a buildup of excess fluid in the tissues.
or edema (Zweifach and Silberberg, 1979, p. 221; Reddy et al., 1975,
p. 261).
The lymph system is also vital from an immunological standpoint.
Immune reactants are channelled toand is a defense against infection.
particular lymph nodes, and the phagocytizing process of particulate
Lymph then carries away the bacteria and products ofmatter is aided.
cellular breakdown (Zweifach and Silberberg, 1979, p. 219).
Differences Between Animals and Humans
Regarding the Lymph System
Study of the lymph system is invasive in nature, thus most research
has been performed on human cadavers or various types of animal subjects.
Human cadavers have been sufficient for study into basic anatomy of the
system; however, animal subjects are preferred when one desires to
investigate a physiologic response, or the system in action.
It has been discovered that animals such as fishes, amphibians, and
reptiles have lymph hearts within their lymphatic systems. These lymph
17
hearts are capable of active contractility, and thus account for the
In mammalsmajor force in the propulsion of lymph for these species.
and humans, lymph nodes are present rather than lymph hearts. There­
fore, mammals and humans contain a more complex, intricate system of
The function of the lymph system appears to belymph flow mechanisms.
The essential difference exists in the ana-the same for all species.
tomical structures within the systems. Research studies have been most
commonly performed on animals such as sheep, dogs, guinea pigs, rats.
1968, p. 57).and bats (Papp et al., 1975, p. 311; Nisimaru,
Edema Formation Related to Lymph Flow
Edema formation is the result of an interruption of the mechanisms
that regulate homeostasis of the body fluids between the extracellular
and intracellular and vascular compartments. The condition presents
itself readily because the perceptible accumulation of fluid within the
tissue is accompanied by swelling of the interstitium, with a subse­
quent buildup of plasma filtrate in the tissue (Zweifach and Silberberg,
Edema can occur virtually anywhere in the body, and can1979, p. 243).
vary in severity from mild fullness of the skin to a condition of
massive swelling. The danger inherent in progressive edema formation
is that it interferes with basic physiologic mechanisms such as metabo­
lite exchange and tissue perfusion, which are necessary for the survival
of the surrounding cells (Little and Ginsburg, 1984, p. 1661).
In healthy, non-edematous tissues, a feedback loop is present to
control tissue fluid volume. There is a balance between capillary
filtration, capillary absorption, and the continuous removal of plasma
18
proteins and fluid through the interstitium to the lymphatics. When
edema forms, plasma protein leaks into the interstitium at a rate above
Protein filtration becomesthat which the lymph system can cope with.
excessive, and the capillary reabsorption mechanism cannot function.
Recovery can only occur when the selective permeability of the capil­
lary wall is restored. Then capillary filtration causes dilute filtrate
to help flush excess plasma protein out of the interstitium to the
lymph system (Zweifach and Silberberg, 1979, p. 245). Probably the
most basic concept related to edema formation is the fact that as long
the interstitial fluid pressure remains negative, then no edema willas
However, as the interstitial fluid pressure rises toward posi-develop.
tive levels, the compensatory factors such as the lymph system become
overwhelmed, and are no longer adequate in regulating tissue volume
(Guyton et al., 1975, p. 150; Little and Ginsburg, 1984, p. 1662). This
concept is illustrated in Figure 7, Appendix B.
The discovery of several known physiologic causes for edema forma-
These can be sum-tion has resulted from several important studies.
(a) increased capillary pressure, possibly relatedmarized as follows:
to sepsis or venous stasis; (b) increased capillary permeability.
related to allergens or inflammation; (c) decreased plasma colloid
osmotic pressure related to a condition such as nephrosis, or other
protein-depleting factors; (d) increased interstitial fluid colloid
osmotic pressure, as the proteins build up in the interstitium after
leaking from the plasma, and (e) a decrease in lymph flow, related to
an obstruction in the lymphatic system (Guyton et al., 1975, pp. 151-
153; Vreim, Snashall, Demling, and Staub, 1976, p. 1653; Parker, Crain,
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Grimberg, Rutili and Taylor, 1981, p. 1275; Little and Ginsburg, 1984,
p. 1653).
The body is equipped with particular safety mechanisms against the
The normal interstitial fluid pressure is negative.formation of edema.
As a result, this pressure must rise to positive values before compen-
Central to the body’s defense against edemasatory measures will fail.
The lymph system's ability to siphonis the role of the lymph system.
excess fluid and proteins away from the interstitium is extremely vital
to the maintenance of fluid equilibrium (Guyton et al., 1975, pp. 158,
159).
Closely Related Studies
Several researchers have investigated lymph flow responses to
intravascular volume expansion with isotonic saline, as well as with
both hypotonic and hypertonic saline solutions. All of these studies
have dealt with adult animal species and the results may or may not
There has been only one previousapply to newborn animals or humans.
study dealing with whole-body lymph flow in the fetus/newborn. In
this study, lymph flow and protein concentration were measured as an
incidental part of the research objective to measure the white cell
They found lymph flow rates to range from 0.15 tocounts in lymph.
0.30 ml/min. in term fetal lambs. The thoracic duct lymph contained
The study did notan average of 2.3 grams of protein per 100 ml.
attempt to alter lymph flow, or study its control (Smeaton, Cole,
Simpson-Morgan and Morris, 1969).
Lymph flow has been shown to increase to a short-term peak following
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successive infusions of isotonic saline, then decrease back toward
pre-infusion levels after 5 to 7 minutes (Brace and Power, 1981). This
would suggest that the addition of isotonic volume to the extracellular
fluid caused a temporary shift through the interstitium to hydrate the
Other evi-cells, with the remainder flowing into the lymph system.
dence existed to show that it was not lymph flow or transcapillary
protein movement that influenced short-term plasma retention of infused
fluids, but rather it was due to factors such as capillary surface area,
precapillary-postcapillary resistance ratio, and tissue compliance
(Leonard and Abbrecht, 1973).
Further research has reported that a systematic progression of
mechanisms functioned in an orderly fashion to provide adequate disper­
sion of excess extracellular fluid throughout the body. Volume expan­
sion was found to enhance lymph flow and venous pressure which, in turn.
increased the transcapillary protein transport. Thus, large saline
loading mobilized extracellular protein pools, causing an increase in
At the same time, lymph protein levels dropped becauseplasma protein.
lymph protein spilled into the vasculature faster than the capillary
protein could filter into the lymph system (Schad and Brechtelsbauer,
This notion was supported in another study that measured pro-1978).
tein transfer and lymph flow during acute extracellular fluid expansion
As expected, extracellular fluid expansion caused anin adult dogs.
increase in protein-poor lymph flow (Bell and Lowsitisukdi, 1983).
In a more recent study. Brace and Power examined the effects of
hypotonic, isotonic, and hypertonic fluids on thoracic duct lymph flow
They found that fluid drawn out of the cells in responsein adult dogs.
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to hypertonic fluid was equally effective in increasing thoracic duct
lymph flow as was vascular fluid that filtered from the capillaries
Resultsinto the interstitium in response to isotonic volume expansion.
of their study supported the idea that a portion of the hypotonic volume
load was drawn into the cells and did not contribute to lymph flow,
whereas the introduction of a hypertonic volume load mobilized fluid
They concluded that lymphout of the cells and increased lymph flow.
flow responses were essentially dependent upon changes in interstitial
In addition, whole-body lymph flow was strongly influenced byvolume.
Along the same line, a studythe osmolality of infused fluid (1983).
that created a hyperosmolar state in rats reported that the phenomenon
of intracellular fluid mobilization to the interstitium provided a
widely-accepted association between increased lymph flow and a pre­
vailing state of hyperosmolality (Ware, Quiros, Norberg, and Nylander,
1982).
Summary
Many details about the anatomy and physiology of the lymph system
These details were pre-have been documented through previous research.
sented to provide a basic understanding about how the lymph system
In addition, elements of the relationship between interstitialoperates.
fluid pressure, edema formation, and lymph flow were investigated through
a review of the writings of various experts in the field of body fluid
physiology.
The majority of previous research has been conducted on various
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adult animal samples. Much information remains to be learned about
the mechanisms that regulate lymph flow and homeostasis of the body
fluids in the newborn.
Abstract
LYMPH FLOW IN NEWBORN LAMBS—EFFECTS
OF CHANGES IN OSMOLALITY
by
Debra S. Wickman
Thoracic duct lymph flow was studied in 10 acutely-nephrectomized
After a control period of 30newborn lambs under general anesthesia.
minutes, three successive 5-minute infusions of isotonic, hypertonic,
and hypotonic saline equal to 2 percent of the body weight were adminis­
tered, and responses recorded during the ensuing 25-minute intervals.
Lymph flow rate, hematocrit, plasma and lymph protein concentration, and
arterial and venous pressures were recorded throughout each experiment.
Baseline lymph flow rate during the control period was 0.106 ± 0.001
(SEM) ml/min/kg. Lymph flow increased by two-fold in response to volume
Hypotonic saline caused lymph flow to riseloading with isotonic saline.
by 1.3-fold, and hypertonic saline caused lymph flow to rise 1.2-1.6
Lymph flow during the 30-minute inter­times greater than the baseline.
vals following each infusion averaged 16.8 percent of the increase in
interstitial fluid volume once transcellular and transcapillary fluid
shifts had occurred, a value which is approximately two times higher than
The responses were not changed appreciably whenthat found in adult dogs.
These findingsthe order of hypo- and hypertonic infusions was reversed.
indicate that newborns have a higher baseline lymph flow than adults, and
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that they have a higher lymph flow response to fluid overload, 
findings further suggest that the lymph system vigorously defends the
These
newborn body against edema.
CHAPTER 3
Lymph Flow in Newborn Lambs—Effects
of Changes in Osmolality*
Introduction
The distribution of body fluids has been found to depend largely
on the forces controlling the dynamic transfer of water, electrolytes.
and proteins between various compartments of the body, including the
vascular, lymph and interstitial spaces. The mechanisms controlling
these forces have been studied by several researchers using adult animal
However, studies pertaining to body fluid regulation and themodels.
Smeaton and hisrole of the lymph system in the newborn remain sparse.
associates were the first to study whole-body lymph flow in the fetus/
They measured thoracic duct lymph flow and protein concentra-newborn.
tion; however they did not attempt to alter lymph flow or study its
control (Smeaton, Cole, Simpson-Morgan, and Morris, 1969). Previous
studies have investigated adult lymph flow mechanisms in response to
expansion of the extracellular fluid with isotonic solutions. However,
few have dealt with body fluid responses following the infusion of non­
isotonic solutions.
Brace and Power (1981) demonstrated that lymph flow of adult dogs
was increased two- to three-fold by four successive infusions of isotonic
*This chapter consists of an article submitted to the Department of 




saline, each equal to 2 percent of body weight. The saline infusions
caused a rapid shift of fluid from the vasculature to the interstitium.
and a subsequent flow into the lymph capillaries.
The distribution of body proteins has also been found to be
influenced by isotonic saline infusions by several investigators. As
additional fluids enter the interstitium, the proteins are diluted—
signaled by falling protein concentration in the lymph. In other cir­
cumstances, plasma protein concentration is found to increase because
extracellular protein pools are mobilized at a faster rate than can be
filtered into the lymph system (Bell and Lowsitisukdi, 1983; Schad and
Brechtelsbauer, 1978).
More recently the study of fluid and protein exchanges among the
body’s fluid compartments has been carried a step further through the
observation of responses following the administration of successive
isotonic, hypotonic and hypertonic saline infusions. It was concluded
that the osmolality of the infused fluid exerted a strong influence on
whole-body lymph flow responses (Brace and Power, 1983; Ware, Quiros,
Norberg, and Nylander, 1982).
Shifts of body fluids along with accompanying electrolytes, protein
and other osmotically-active sybstances, have been thought to occur par­
ticularly rapidly in the newborn. However, many of the mechanisms that
affect these fluid shifts in the newborn remain unknown. Research
focusing on lymph flow mechanisms in the newborn is essential because
of the critical role the lymph system plays in physiologic fluid and
protein distribution. The newborn, especially the premature newborn.
, «
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is at risk for the development of edema related to an increased vul­
nerability for an abnormal distribution of fluid and protein within any
of the body fluid compartments.
It was the purpose of this study to investigate lymph flow responses.
as well as fluid and protein exchanges among the vascular, interstitial,
cellular, and lymphatic compartments that occurred following intravenous
infusions of isotonic, hypotonic, and hypertonic saline. The sequence
of hypotonic/hypertonic saline influsions was reversed in a second group
of newborn lambs to determine whether any of the responses were affected
Results from this study have indicatedby the order of the infusions.
that rapid changes in lymph flow were brought about through the altera-
Therefore, osmolality can betion of the osmolality of the body fluids.
considered a powerful determinant of lymph flow rates, as well as whole-
body fluid and protein shifts, affecting each of the fluid compartments.
Method
Sample Description
This study utilized 10 lambs of a mixed Western breed. The lambs
Both females and males were includedranged in age from 1 to 12 days.
The average body weight was 5.0 kilograms.in the sample population.
Preparation
EachThe lambs were surgically prepared for acute experimentation.
lamb was intubated and allowed to breathe spontaneously a gas mixture of
0.5-1.5% halothane, 50% nitrous oxide, and a balance of oxygen. Body
temperature was maintained by placing the lamb on an adjustable heating
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Catheters were placed in the femoral artery and both femoralpad.
veins to measure arterial and venous pressures continuously, as well
as to provide a route for administration of fluids.
The kidneys were exposed through retroperitoneal dissection. Each
kidney was ligated at the renal pedicle to effect a bilateral nephrec-
Thus the body's fluid compartments functioned as a closed systemtomy.
during the experiment.
An incision was made in the left neck of the lamb to expose the
The left thoracic duct was located at theleft internal jugular vein.
junction of the left internal jugular vein and the left subclavian vein.
The duct was cannulated with polyethylene tubing (PE 50) and lymph was
permitted to flow into a collection vial placed 20 cm. below the site
The vial was weighed continuously with a linear forceof cannulation.
transducer (Grass, model FT 10 C), and lymph flow was calculated assum-
The collecting vial was emptieding a specific density of unity.
approximately every 10 minutes to measure the lymph protein concentra-
All lymph not used in sampling was returned to the venous cir-tion.
culation via the femoral vein.
Arterial pressure, venous pressure, and lymph flow rate were con­
tinuously displayed on a polygraph (Gould 2800) , and 30-second averages
were stored on disk (Texas Instruments). Venous blood was sampled every
10 minutes for determinations of hematocrit and plasma protein concen­
tration. Hematocrit was measured in triplicate by examining micro­
hematocrit tubes placed on a calibrated microscope platform (Zeiss) ,
under x20 magnification (standard deviation ± 0.05 hematocrit units).
Plasma and lymph protein concentration was read using an American Optical
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Blood serum osmolality was determined using an Advancedrefractometer.
Instruments osmometer (model 3D II).
Experimental Protocol
Volumes of isotonic, hypotonic and hypertonic saline, equal to 2
percent of each lamb’s body weight, were drawn into syringes, and heated
The isotonic saline was adjustedto body temperature in a water bath.
to within 2 mosmol of the lamb’s blood serum osmolality before infusion.
The hypotonic saline was prepared at a concentration of 100 mosmol, and
the hypertonic saline at a concentration of 600 mosmol.
Each experiment began with a 30-minute control period to establish
Then the isotonic saline was infused overbaseline lymph flow levels.
five minutes, and variables were monitored for 25 additional minutes.
Subsequent infusions were also administered during five-minute intervals.
The hypertonic and hypotonicand followed by a 25-minute recovery cycle.
saline infusions were randomly varied in sequence so that half the lambs
received a hypertonic saline infusion, followed by a hypotonic saline
Thus it was pos-infusion, and in the other half the reverse was true.
sible to test whether the order in which the infusions were given
affected the responses.
Blood, Interstitial, and Cell Volumes
Changes in blood, interstitial, and cell volumes after each infusion
were calculated to test their possible relation to lymph flow responses.
For this calculation, initial blood volume of each lamb was assumed to
equal 9 percent of the body weight.
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Changes in osmolality were estimated based on an average pre­
infusion plasma osmolality of 309 mosmol/kg., and using changes in
osmolality determined in a previous study using adult dogs (Brace and
Changes in blood volume (BV) were calculated from thePower, 1983).
estimated changes in osmolality (Osm) and actual hematocrit (Hct). It
was assumed that the circulating red cell mass was constant with the
equation:
BV/BV = (Hct /Hct) x (Osm /Osm) o o o
where the subscript o represented the conditions preceding the infusion
(1)
(Brace and Power, 1983). Cell volume changes were calculated from
assumed blood osmolalities, with transcellular osmotic equilibrium of
the animals stated as 60 percent of the body mass being water, with 70
The equation that was used topercent of the water being intracellular.
determine the changes in interstitial volume following each infusion is
as follows:
(2)AISFV = IV - ACV - ABV
where AISFV is the change in interstitial volume, IV is the infused
volume, ACV is the change in cell volume, and ABV is the change in blood
volume.
Data Analysis
The lymph flow responsesAll data are expressed as means ± SE.
following the infusions are expressed as the peak increase in flow rate
(ml/min/kg) above the level immediately preceding the infusion, and as
the excess volume of lymph collected during the entire 30-minute
The latter was definedinterval following the start of each infusion.
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as, and determined from, the total area under the lymph flow curves
minus the baseline volume as extrapolated from the preceding 30-minute
period (see Figure 1). Differences between groups were examined using
a paired t-test with significance accepted at the p < 0.05 level.
Results
Figures 2 and 3 display the changes in hematocrit, blood volume.
plasma and lymph protein concentration, lymph flow rate, and vascular
pressures during the control period and the subsequent 30-minute inter-
The datavals that followed each infusion for the two groups of lambs.
presented in Figure 2 are from Group 1 where the saline infusion
sequence was isotonic, hypertonic, and hypotonic, respectively. Figure
3 shows the results for Group 2 wherein the infusion sequence was
The bars on thereversed, i.e., isotonic, hypotonic, and hypertonic.
Time axis in this and other figures indicate the 5-minute infusion
Lymph flow during the control period averaged 0.106 ± 0.001periods.
ml/min/kg for both groups. Following the control period, the two groups
differed in actual response levels; however, the overall response pat-
Lymph flow in Group 1 increased by an averageterns were very similar.
of two-fold (0.11 ml/min/dg) above the preinfusion level following the
isotonic saline infusion, 1.6-fold (0.12 ml/min/kg) after the hyper­
tonic (600 mosmol) saline infusion, and 1.3-fold (0.04 ml/min/kg) after
the hypotonic (100 mosmol) saline infusion (Figure 2). Lymph flow
responses in Group 2 occurred on a lower level, but the overall pattern
Lymph flow after the isotonicwas significantly similar to Group 1. 
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Figure 2
Mean (±SE) Responses in the Five Lambs of Group 1 to Intravenous 
Infusions of Isotonic, Hypertonic, and Hypotonic Saline
The black bars on the Time axis indicate the actual 5-minute intervals 
during each infusion. Clockwise from top left: (a) Hematocrit and 
Blood Volume Variation, (b) Plasma and Lymph Protein Concentrations, 
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Figure 3
Mean (±SE) responses in the Five Lambs of Group 2, to Intravenous 
Infusions of Isotonic, Hypotonic, and Hypertonic Saline
The black bars on the Time axis indicate the actual 5-minute intervals 
during each infusion. Clockwise from top left: (a) Hematocrit and 
Blood Volume variation, (b) Plasma and Lymph Protein Concentrations, 
(c) Lymph Flow, and (d) Arterial and Venous Pressure
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compared to the preinfusion baseline, 1.3-fold (0.04 ml/min/kg) follow­
ing the hypotonic infusion, and then a further 1.2-fold (0.04 ml/min/
kg) after the hypertonic infusion. These findings are summarized in
Table 1.
Table 1
Summary of Lymph Flow Responses to Intravenous Infusions 
















*In this group, hypertonic infusion preceded hypotonic infusion, whereas 
the reverse was true in Group 2. • .
Both groups experienced a steady decline in lymph protein concentra­
tion following each infusion; however, plasma protein concentration
initially dropped, and then partially returned toward the baseline level
Hematocrit responded in a similarduring each 30-minute interval.
manner, with an initial decrease followed by a partial return toward the
baseline. The largest drop occurred following the hypertonic infusion.
Blood volume initially increased after each infusion, then gradually
declined toward the baseline over each 30-minute interval. In corres­
pondence with hematocrit, the largest increase in blood volume occurred
after the hypertonic saline infusion.
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Discussion
A primary purpose of this study was to examine the nature of whole-
body lymph flow in the newborn lamb under conditions when the intra­
vascular saline infusions were not isotonic with the normal body fluids.
It was hypothesized that large rapid fluctuations in fluid volumes would
occur as the hypotonic volume load would cause fluid to enter the cells.
and not contribute to lymph flow, whereas the hypertonic volume load
would cause a shift of fluid out of the cells, with a resulting increase
in lymph flow.
Results derived from calculating the peak lymph flow rate increases
above the preinfusion levels were presented earlier and are summarized
A second means to characterize lymph responses is toin Table 1.
examine the excess lymph flow which drains from the body in response to
volume overload. This approach is illustrated in Figure 1.
Figure 4 illustrates lymph volume for each of the 30-minute inter­
vals as an index of the average areas under the lymph flow curves.
A tendency exists betweenplotted as a function of infusate osmolality.
the two variables, with progressively larger responses as the osmolality
The phenomenon that occurred as lymph volume decreasedincreases.
slightly in correspondence with the higher infusate osmolality remains
In close examination of the data shown in Figures 2 and 3,unexplained.
it appears that all other variables in the two groups were significantly
Brace and Power (1983) have noted thatsimilar in their responses.
potential problems do exist within the apparently strong relationship
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that the areas under the lymph flow curves may vary significantly for
any given infusate osmolality due to differences in the volume of
infused fluid remaining in the vasculature. They also suggested that
changes in osmolality might alter the lymphatic or interstitial com-
Thus it must be concluded that there are many forces at workpliance.
within the body’s fluid regulation mechanisms that at the present time
remain unexplained.
The changes in blood, interstitial, and cell volumes following the
isotonic, hypotonic, and hypertonic saline infusions were calculated as
previously described in the "Methods" section of this paper. Table 2
shows the volume changes at the end of each 30-minute interval for
groups 1 and 2.
Table 2
Volume Changes 30 Minutes After Infusion of Isotonic, 













Hypertonic 78-83 183 105
Data are averages for 10 lambs, 5 lambs in each group, weighing 5.00 
kg., given 100 ml. of intravenous fluid for each infusion. Values also 
represent percent of infused volume.
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It is evident that the increase in interstitial volume with the
hypertonic infusion was approximately 1.2 times that following isotonic
However, the increase in interstitial volumesaline in both groups.
after the hypotonic saline infusion was approximately 0.4-0.6-fold of
This finding supports the idea that a hyper-the isotonic increase.
tonic solution is the most effective stimulant for changes in fluid
volume, causing an increase in blood volume, interstitial fluid volume.
and lymph volume.
Findings in this study support the conclusion of Brace and Power
(1983) that a major element affecting lymph responses is change in
The equation that summarizes this relationinterstitial fluid volume.
for the present study is the following:
(3)ELF = 0.168 AISFV (r=0.809)
where ELF is the excess volume stimulated by an infusion and AISFV is
This equation suggests that, inde-the change in interstitial volume.
pendent of infusate osmolality, the net increase in thoracic duct lymph
flow during the 30-minute intervals following each infusion averaged
16.8 ± 0.2% of the increase in interstitial fluid volume once trans-
Brace andcellular and transcapillary fluid shifts had taken place.
Power (1983) found that the increase in thoracic duct lymph flow during
the same 30-minute intervals following infusions averaged 7.6 ± 0.5% of
the increase in interstitial fluid volume in adult dogs. Thus, a com­
parison of the findings of the previous study with this present study
provides evidence that lymph flow in the newborn is more than twice
Newborns have an inherentlythat of adults, on a per-unit weight basis.
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higher baseline lymph flow, and they exhibit a higher lymph flow re-
Of course, these assumptions are based on asponse to added fluid.
cross-species comparison; however, the implications exist and conclu­
sions stand on a logical basis.
Figure 5 shows the excess lymph flow that drained from the tissues
during each 30-minute interval as a function of the increase in inter­
stitial volume, which was triggered by the infusion of hypo-, iso-, and
hypertonic fluids. Clearly the response was greatest for the hypertonic
More interesting.infusions, and least for the hypotonic infusions.
however, is that a straight line, fitted through the data, has a similar
This suggests that fluidslope regardless of the type of infusion.
entering the interstitium, whether from the infusion itself or by
exchange with the cells, is equally effective in generating excess
lymph flow.
The figure provides the clinician and basic scientist with a means
to estimate lymph flow following infusions of fluid in which the
Comparison of the slope inosmolality ranges from 100 to 600 mOsmol.
this figure obtained in healthy animals with the slope that would be
measured in a variety of disease states provides a means of testing
whether the lymph system has been pathologically altered.
Conclusion
Whole-body lymph flow responses in newborn lambs were found to
Interstitialstrongly depend on the osmolality of the infused fluid.
volume change was found to be the most influential variable in
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stimulating excess lymph flow, independent of whether the fluid had
shifted out of the cells or directly from the vasculature.
This study provides evidence that, for isotonic, hypotonic, or
hypertonic infusions, thoracic duct lymph flow in newborn lambs increases
by approximately 17 percent of the change in interstitial fluid volume.
This response in newborns is more than two-fold that of adults on a per-
This lymph flow response is large enough to indi­unit weight basis.
cate that the lymph system is critical in the newborn body's defense
These findings were obtained in sheep, but haveagainst edema.
important implications for the human fetus and newborn, and thus war­
rant further investigation.
CHAPTER 4
Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations
Summary and Conclusions
This study was conducted for the purpose of investigating one par-
It was consideredticular aspect of lymph flow in the newborn lamb.
important in order to learn more about the ability of the lymph system
to defend the newborn body against edema.
Ten lambs, ranging in age from 1 to 12 days, were used in the
Each lamb was surgically prepared according to an estab-experiments.
lished protocol, with the thoracic duct exposed and cannulated for
Lymph response, systemic pressure, hemato-unimpaired lymph drainage.
crit, plasma protein concentration, and lymph protein concentration were
measured for a period of two hours while successive infusions of isotonic.
hypotonic, and hypertonic saline were administered to the venous circula­
tion via the femoral vein. The sequence of hypotonic/hypertonic saline
infusions was reversed at random within the sample group to determine
whether the order of infusions affected the responses of any of the
experimental variables. The sample group was divided into two groups
with five lambs in each group, based on the sequence in which they had
received the hypotonic/hypertonic saline infusions .-
(1)The experiments tested the following underlying hypotheses:
thoracic duct lymph flow would significantly increase in response to an
infusion of hypertonic saline; (2) thoracic duct lymph flow would not
increase to the same extent in response to an infusion of hypotonic
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saline; and (3) the sequence of the hypertonic/hypotonic saline
infusions would not cause a significant difference in the subsequent
responses of the experimental variables.
A review of literature encompassed three major areas pertinent to
These included anatomy and physiology of the lymph system.the study.
edema formation and its relation to lymph flow, and studies that were
closely related to this investigation. No previous studies focusing
on mechanisms of lymph flow regulation in newborns were found. There­
fore, it was necessary to begin a systematic investigation of newborn
lymph flow beginning with the study of how it is affected by changes in
fluid, protein, and electrolyte shifts between the body fluid compart­
ments.
The material presented in Chapter 3 was submitted to the Perinatal
Biology Research Department of Loma Linda University as an article with
The methods and results of datathe intention of future publication.
A paired t-test wascollection and analysis were provided in detail.
performed to determine that there was no significant difference between
the average body weights of the two sample groups of lambs. Average
lymph flow in milliliters per minute per kilogram of body weight was
The intervalsplotted on a graph and divided into 30-minute intervals.
included the initial 30-minute control period, the 5-minute infusion and
Hematocrit,a 25-minute recovery time for each of the three infusions.
blood volume variation, plasma and lymph protein concentration, and
arterial and venous pressure were also plotted for the 30-minute inter­
vals .
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This study showed that the average volume of lymph flow almost
doubled following the hypertonic saline infusion. It was also shown
that the hypotonic saline infusion did not stimulate as large an
increase in lymph flow following its administration. Finally, the
study supported the third hypothesis by showing that the sequence of
infusions had not caused a significant difference in the responses of
any of the experimental variables. The corresponding 30-minute inter­
vals between the two groups were plotted and superimposed on each other.
and the lines of each fell within the same area of variance.
These results have shown that rapid changes in lymph flow were
brought about through the alteration of the osmolality of the body
fluids. The specific amount in milliliters of fluid shifted after each
infusion was calculated with regard to the blood, the cells, the extra­
cellular fluid, and the interstitial fluid volumes. An equation was
used that related the excess volume of lymph stimulated by different
infusions and the change in interstitial fluid volume. The results of
this study agreed with the basic results obtained in a similar study
that utilized adult dogs. However, it was found that the excess volume
of lymph derived from this study in newborn lambs was higher than that
of adult dogs from the previous study by more than two-fold (Brace and
Power, 1983). This finding has suggested that lymph flow in the newborn
lamb is higher on a per-unit basis than that of the adult. As a result,
this high lymph flow has been thought to be important in the maintenance
of a normal distribution of fluid and protein among the body compartments
of the newborn lamb, and to be vital in the defense of the newborn against
edema, significantly more so than in the adult.
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Implications for Nursing
It has not always been possible to apply findings derived from
However, a great many of the body'sanimal studies directly to humans.
mechanisms and responses in some animals have been found to be similar.
or even identical, to those occurring in humans. In addition, research
that has required invasive exploration and irreparable damage to the
body has never been ethically sound for humans. Questions have been
raised regarding the ethical dilemma that has existed surrounding the
appropriateness of using animals in research without careful considera-
A vast amount of information has been documented through animaltion.
research, and the boundaries of modern medical knowledge have been
expanded. The benefits gained for humanity by increasing scientific
knowledge in this and other areas has been thought to far outweigh the
cost of sacrificing animal lives. Thus it was felt appropriate to per­
form this research on newborn lambs.
The newborn, and especially the premature newborn, has been found
to be particularly susceptible to the development of edema. More than
20 conditions in the fetus/newborn have been documented to be associated
with edema. Some of the more common conditions have included pulmonary
edema, hydronephrosis, malnutrition, ascites, sepsis, hypoxia, conges­
tive heart failure. Turner's syndrome. Potter's syndrome, and hydrops
fetalis related to erythroblastosis fetalis or cardiac defects (Schreiner,
1981). The causes of newborn edema have been related to immature kidneys.
heart, lungs, or immune defenses. Basically, edema has been predisposed
by any pathogenic condition that involves one or more of the organ
systems that regulate the body fluids.
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Increased knowledge pertaining to the mechanisms of newborn fluid
regulation has been instrumental in the improvement of treatment regimes
for infants with conditions that predispose toward edema. This study
has contributed to the growing body of knowledge relative to lymph flow
and body fluid regulation.
Many ill newborns have received intravenous fluids as part of their
medical treatment. In most settings it has become the role of the nurse
to choose the infusion site, insert the intravenous catheter, and
administer the appropriate solution. This researcher has felt that
edema may have resulted due to poor selection of infusion sites, improper
rates of infusion, inappropriate solution constituents, or negligent
monitoring of the infusion area. To adequately care for ill newborns.
nurses must understand the nature of the intravenous solution being
infused. Solutions with hypotonic or hypertonic osmolalities could cause
hemolysis of the red blood cells, and if infused, they must be adminis­
tered very slowly. A newborn has an immature immune system. Therefore,
care should be taken to prevent sepsis in the newborn, a factor which
predisposes to edema formation.
Nurses have assumed other responsibilities in the care of the
edematous newborn. The edematous area should be measured routinely, or
observed by x-ray. Nurses have also become responsible for interpreting
laboratory values and alerting the physician to any abnormalities. Nurses
must continue to take an active role in the care of the newborn at risk,
using findings from this and other studies that increase knowledge about
the physiological factors involved in the prevention of edema.
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Recommendations for Further Research
It is important that this study be replicated to increase the
validity of the results obtained. More animal research is necessary.
Recommendations for further research that have arisen from this study
are as follows:
Repetition of this study using adult sheep for a more valid1.
comparison between newborn and adult lymph flow volumes in the same
species.
2. Further testing of newborn lymph flow mechanisms in response to
variables such as acid/base changes, blood volume changes, infusions of
various solutes and colloids, and administration of particular drugs
such as diuretics, and hormones such as vasopressin.
Further testing of newborn lymph flow mechanisms in fetuses3.
and newborns that have been surgically prepared for more long-term study
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